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Hearkening is a four-evening series hosted by 
Dreamsong that pairs short film screenings with 
live music performances. These combinations bring 
artists and works into a dialogue that traverses 
themes, regions and forms to encourage a broader 
process of listening. Not limited to the sonic, 
this approach to listening includes visual, 
somatic and imaginal registers, and involves an 
opening toward and sharing oneself with another. 
The term hearkening is used by the writer 
Lawrence Kramer to describe the kind of attention 
that turns listening into a transformational 
act, both for the sounding subject and for the 
listener. “When we hearken to a sound we engage 
in a movement toward a beyond, an elsewhere, 
and one that can never be fully attained. This 
drift is our means of belonging to the world.” 
(Lawrence Kramer, The Hum of the World). The 
series is co-organized by Andy Graydon and Luke 
Martin.

Program 1 features live performances by Jose 
Fernando Solares, Mitch Stahlmann and Noah 
Ophoven-Baldwin with films by Fern Silva, Rini 
Yun Keagy, Jeremy Bolen, Nancy Valladares, Andrea 
Carlson and Amina Harper. 

MUSIC
JOSE FERNANDO SOLARES 
Jose Fernando Solares is a Mexican improviser, 
saxophonist, composer and sound artist, born in 
Ensenada, Baja California. He has performed in 
many orchestras and ensembles including the UABC 
Chamber Orchestra, La Covacha Big Band, Wilfrido 
Terrazas Sea Quintet, and the Burnt Sugar 
Arkestra. He has participated in many festivals 
including Vértice 2018, Ensenada’s New Music 
Festival (Neofonia FMNE) 2019/2021, La Covacha’s 
International Jazz Week ( SIJAZZ) 2014-2019, 
Festival Of New Trumpet Music West 2020 (FONT 

West),and the Afrofuturism Festival at Carnegie 
Hall 2022. 

MITCH STAHLMANN & NOAH OPHOVEN-BALDWIN
Mitch Stahlmann and Noah Ophoven-Baldwin, 
longtime collaborators, will perform a set 
of acoustic improvised material as a duo. 
Noah Ophoven-Baldwin is an American composer 
and cornetist. Mitch Stahlmann is a multi-
disciplinary creative media artist and composer 
focusing on music and technology. His work 
has been presented in collaboration with and 
alongside Kronos Quartet, Meredith Monk and the 
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. Mitch holds an 
MFA in Electronic Music and Recording Media with 
an Elizabeth B. Mills award for Composition at 
Mills College in 2020.

FILMS
Anthropocene Refusal (2019, 3 min.) by Andrea 
Carlson and Amina Harper
Anthropocene Refusal is a short film that 
features an incomplete list of Dakota and Lakota 
people who live, or have lived, on Dakota land in 
the proximity of the Mississippi River. It is an 
homage to Dakota survival through an end of the 
world, that brought on by settler colonization. 
The images of Ojibwe beadwork and the Mississippi 
River are set to the sound of the list numbered 
in the Ojibwe language. 

Andrea Carlson is a visual artist currently 
living in Chicago, Illinois. Through painting 
and drawing, Carlson cites entangled cultural 
narratives and institutional authority relating 
to objects based on the merit of possession 
and display. Amina Harper is an emerging artist 
born in Minneapolis where she currently works 
and resides. Her lush, detailed drawings and 
paintings are narrative-driven and fantastical.
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Undark (2020, 4 min.) by Jeremy Bolen
Between 1922 and 1936, the Radium Dial Company & 
U.S. Radium Corporation hired thousands of young 
women in Ottawa, Illinois to paint the faces 
of watches, clocks and other instrument dials 
using a new glow-in-the-dark radioluminescent 
paint made of phosophorus and radium. The name 
of the paint was "Undark". Today Ottawa is a 
sea of National Priority List toxic sites, all 
in various states of remediation, all still 
contaminated. Undark includes footage of the Fox 
River filmed from National Priority List Site 
7 in Ottawa; a collection of clocks that were 
painted with "undark" paint at the radium dial 
company; and various sections of cement, tile 
and brick from the radium dial company that were 
found on the banks of the fox river.

Jeremy Bolen is an interdisciplinary artist, 
researcher, filmmaker, organizer and educator 
interested in experimental modes of documentation 
and presentation. Much of Bolen’s work involves 
rethinking systems of recording and speculating, 
in an attempt to understand  invisible presences 
that remain from scientific experiments and human 
interactions with the earth’s surface. His work 
and research has been shown widely, with recent 
film screenings at Haus der Kulturen der Welt, 
Berlin; Antimatter (Media Art), Vancouver; Lima 
Alterna International Film Festival, Lima; and 
Bideodromo International Film Festival, Bilbao.

The Watchmen (2017, 10 min.) by Fern Silva
In The Watchmen, pulsating orbs, panopticons, 
roadside rest stops, and subterranean labyrinths 
confront the scope of human consequences and the 
entanglement of our seeking bodies. Regressions 
in missing time, caught in the act of captivity, 
confined to the carceral and perpetuated by movie 
sets, television sets, and alien encounters at 
bay. The corporeal cycle of control revolves as 
steadily as the sight of those who watch from 
above.

Fern Silva’s early films centered on his 
relationship to Portugal and have since expanded 
to outline the global influence of industry on 
culture and the environment. For over a decade, 
his 16mm films have been screened widely in 
festivals, museums, and cinematheques including 
the Toronto, Berlin, Locarno, Rotterdam, 
New York, London, Melbourne, and Hong Kong 
International Film Festivals, MOMA, New Museum, 
Anthology Film Archive, and the Harvard Film 
Archive.

Tzolk’in / Count of Days (2020, 7 min.) by Rini 
Yun Keagy

Tzolk'in / Count of Days transforms Mexico City's 
renowned National Museum of Anthropology into 
a defamiliarized architectural site inhabited 
by the ghost-like figures of contemporary 
tourists and workers who move through it. 
These figures share the frame with spectral 
artifacts that conjure the nation's pre-
Colombian past, sometimes bursting from their 
pedestals in exaggerated color and aliveness. 
The film features the minor Mayan artifacts of 
the museum's holdings, offsetting the design of 
the building and grounds which intentionally 
centralized Mexico's prominent Aztec 
civilization.

Rini Yun Keagy is a moving image artist based in 
Minneapolis, on land of the Dakhóta Oyáte. Her 
practice in video and 16mm film is multimodal and 
research-based, and investigates race and labor, 
disease, and sites of historical and psychosocial 
trauma. Screenings and exhibitions of her work 
include the Walker Art Center (Minneapolis); 
Center for Contemporary Arts (Glasgow); 
REDCAT Gallery (Los Angeles); Galerija Nova 
(Zagreb);  Light Industry (Brooklyn); Raum für 
Projektion (Bergen, Oslo & Buenos Aires); and the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art (Philadelphia).

The Density of Breath (2020, 13 min.) by Nancy D 
Valladares
Shot with an electronic microscope, The Density 
of Breath is a meditation on vegetal agency, 
plant exchanges and botanical representation. 
Part of a series of films that engage the 
specters of vegetal imaginaries, the story 
follows plant specimens that were dispersed 
as vectors through colonial networks of 
distribution. This historical period saw a 
pivotal ecological and cognitive shift in 
colonial imaginations. Technologies of plant 
transportation developed at this time, such as 
Wardian cases and seed preserving methods fueled 
the pursuit of photosynthetic energy stored 
in the ecologies and biomes of the southern 
hemisphere.

Nancy Dayanne Valladares is an interdisciplinary 
artist, filmmaker and educator from Tegucigalpa, 
Honduras. Her image-based practice delves 
into the formation of optical tools and their 
accompanying visual regimes. Nancy’s practice 
closely examines photography’s historical 
entanglement with botanical imaginaries and 
chemical legacies.


